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Abstract
The query complexity of graph properties is well-studied when queries
are on edges. We investigate the same when queries are on nodes. In this
setting a graphG = (V ,E)on n vertices and a propertyP are given. A black-
box access to an unknown subset S ⊆V is provided via queries of the form
‘Does i ∈ S?’. We are interested in the minimum number of queries needed
in worst case in order to determine whether G[S] – the subgraph of G in-
duced on S – satisfies P .
Apart from being combinatorially rich, this setting appears to be a nat-
ural abstraction of several scenarios in areas including computer networks
and social networkswhere one is interested in properties of the underlying
sub-network on a set of active nodes.
Another reason why we found this setting interesting is because it al-
lows us to initiate a systematic study of breaking symmetry in the context
of query complexity of graph properties. In particular, we focus on heredi-
tary graph properties – the properties closed under deletion of vertices as
well as edges. The famous Evasiveness Conjecture asserts that even with
a minimal symmetry assumption on G, namely that of vertex-transitivity,
the query complexity for any hereditary graph property in our setting is
the worst possible, i.e., n.
We show that in the absence of any symmetry on G it can fall as low
as O(n1/(d+1)) where d denotes the minimum possible degree of a min-
imal forbidden sub-graph for P . In particular, every hereditary property
benefits at least quadratically. The main question left open is: can it go
exponentially low for some hereditary property? We show that the answer
is no for any hereditary property with finitely many forbidden subgraphs
by exhibiting a bound of Ω(n1/k) for some constant k depending only on
the property. For general ones we rule out the possibility of the query com-
plexity falling down to constant by showing Ω(logn/ log logn) bound. In-
terestingly, our lower bound proofs rely on the famous Sunflower Lemma
due to Erdös and Rado.
Keywords: Query Complexity, Graph Properties, Symmetry and Computa-
tion, Forbidden Subgraph
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1 Introduction
1.1 The querymodel
The decision tree model (aka query model), perhaps due to its simplicity and
fundamental nature, has been extensively studied in the past and still remains a
rich source ofmany fascinating investigations. In this paperwe focus onBoolean
functions, i.e., the functions of the form f ∶ {0,1}n → {0,1}. A deterministic deci-
sion tree D f for f takes x = (x1, . . . ,xn) as an input and determines the value of
f (x1, . . . ,xn) using queries of the form “is xi = 1?". LetC(D f ,x) denote the cost
of the computation, that is the number of queries made by D f on input x. The
deterministic decision tree complexity (aka deterministic query complexity) of f
is defined as
D( f ) =min
D f
max
x
C(D f ,x).
We encourage the reader to see an excellent survey by Buhrman and deWolf
[5] on decision tree complexity. We also note that the randomized and the quan-
tum variants [5] of decision trees have also been extensively studied in the past.
Several different variants such as parity decision trees have been studied in con-
nection to communication complexity, learning, and property testing [24, 19, 3].
Why are querymodels important?
Variants of the decision tree model are fundamental for several reasons. Firstly
they occur naturally in connection to the other models of computation such as
communication complexity[24], property testing[3], learning[19], circuit complexity[13]
etc. Secondly decision tree models are much simpler to analyse compared to
other models such as circuits. Thus one can actually hope to use them as a tool
in the study of other models. Thirdly these models are mathematically rich and
beautiful. Several connections to algebra, combinatorics, topology, Fourier anal-
ysis, and number theory [21, 2] make the decision tree models interesting on
their own right. Finally there remain some fascinating open questions [16] in
query complexity that have attracted the attention of generations of researchers
over the last few decades by their sheer elegance and notoriety.
1.2 Graph properties in node-query setting
In this paper we investigate the query complexity of graph properties. In par-
ticular we focus on the following setting: A graph G = (V ,E) and a property P
are fixed. We have access to S ⊆ V via queries of the form “Does i ∈ S?". We
are interested in the minimum number of queries needed in the worst case in
order to determine whether G[S] – the subgraph of G induced on S – satisfies
P , which we denote by cost(P ,G). One may define a similar notion of cost for
randomized and quantummodels.
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We call G the base graph for P . We say that a vertex i of G is relevant for P
if there exists some S containing i such that exactly one of G[S] and G[S −{i}]
satisfiesP . We say thatG is relevant forP if all its vertices are relevant forP . The
minimum possible cost ofP , denoted by1 min-cost(P), is defined as follows:
min-costn(P) =min
G
{cost(P ,G) ∣G is relevant forP & ∣V (G)∣ =n}.
Similarly one can definemax-cost(P) as follows:
max-costn(P) =max
G
{cost(P ,G) ∣G is relevant for P & ∣V (G)∣ =n}.
Themax-cost is a more natural notion of complexity when one is interested in
studying the universal upper bounds. Investigating themax-cost in our setting
can indeed be a topic of an independent interest. However, for the purpose of
this paper, the notion ofmin-cost will be more relevant as we are interested in
finding how low can the universal lower bound on query complexity go under
broken symmetry (Refer to Section 1.3 for more on symmetry). It turns out that
in the presence of symmetry this bound isΩ(n) formost of the properties and it
is conjectured to beΩ(n) for any hereditary property in our setting. Recall that
a hereditary property is a property of graphs, which is closed under deletion of
vertices as well as edges. For instance acyclicity, bipartiteness, planarity, and
containing a triangle are hereditary properties whereas connectedness and con-
taining a perfect matching are not. Every hereditary property can be described
by a (not necessarily finite) collection of its forbidden subgraphs.2 3
Why node-query settingmight be interesting?
Below we illustrate with some examples why it might be interesting to investi-
gate several complexity measures of a graph property in the node-query setting.
Example 1
Consider a graph that models the associations in a social network, say the Face-
book graph (where two nodes are adjacent if they are Facebook friends). At any
given time, users can be online or offline. Wemight be interested in finding out
if there is any user who is online and is influential, in the sense that he/she has
many neighbors (friends) who are also online at that time. This problem can be
formulated in our setting as whether the induced subgraph has a vertex of large
degree or not. (Appendix C)
1We slightly abuse this notation by omitting the subscript n.
2In our setting, every hereditary property is a monotone Boolean function.
3We would like to highlight that although we didn’t explicitly define min-cost(P) or
max-cost(P) for randomized query model, all our lower bound proofs are based on sensitivity
arguments and hence work even for randomized case.
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Example 2
Consider a physical network with several nodes and links between them. At
any given time, the nodes of the network can be either active or inactive. One
way to find out if a node is active is to ping it (possibly by physically going to
the site), which comes with some fixed cost. For example, the underlying net-
work could be the network of routers which are physically connected by wires.
Some of the routers may go on and off over time. At any given time, we want to
knowwhether amessage can be sent between two specified nodes via the active
routers. This problem can be formulated in our setting as whether the subgraph
induced by active routers has a path between two specified nodes s and t or not.
(Appendix E)
Example 3
Consider a chemical lab which performs experiments with certain basic ingre-
dients to build medicines. Suppose a concoction comes out of an experiment
and one wants to know whether it is harmful or not. There are tests available for
testing the presence of an ingredient in the concoction. The lab also has a table
of which two ingredients together form a harmful combination. So the goal is
to perform the tests for presence of individual ingredients to check if any of the
harmful combination is present. This problem can be formulated in our setting
as whether the induced subgraph is empty or not. (Appendix C)
It appears that our setting is a natural abstraction of these type of scenarios,
where one is interested in the properties of subgraph induced by active nodes in
a network. To the best of our knowledge, no systematic study of node-query set-
ting has been yet undertaken. Here we initiates such a line of inquiry for graph
properties. In particular, we focus on the role of presence and absence of sym-
metry.
1.3 Effect of breaking symmetry
Another reason why our setting is interesting is that it allows us to study the
effect of breaking symmetry on query complexities of graph properties. In par-
ticular, our setting provides a platform to compare the complexity of P when
the base graph G has certain amount of symmetry with the complexity of P
when G has no symmetry whatsoever. To formalize this, we define the notion
of G-min-cost(P) for a class of graphs G by restricting ourselves only to graphs
in G.
G-min-costn(P) =min
G∈G
{cost(P ,G) ∣G is relevant forP & ∣V (G)∣ =n}.
WhenG has the highest amount of symmetry, i.e., whenG is the class of com-
plete graphs, then it is easy to see that for every hereditary P , G-min-cost(P)
is nearly the worst possible , i.e., Ω(n). It turns out that one does not require
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the whole symmetry of the complete graph to guarantee theΩ(n) bound. Even
weaker symmetry assumptions on graphs in G, for instance being Caley graphs
of some group, indeed suffices. Thus it is natural to ask how much symmetry is
required to guarantee theΩ(n) bound. In fact, the famous Evasiveness Conjec-
ture implies that even under the weakest form of symmetry on G, i.e., when G is
the class of transitive graphs, for any hereditary propertyP the G-min-cost(P)
would remain the highest possible, i.e., n. So for the complexity to fall down sub-
stantially we might have to let go of the transitivity of G. This is exactly what we
do. In particular we take G to be the class of all graphs, i.e., we assume no sym-
metry whatsoever. Note that in this case G-min-cost(P) =min-cost(P) that
we defined earlier. Now a natural question is how low can min-cost(P) go in
the absence of any symmetry? This is themain question addressed by our paper.
In particular, we show that for any hereditary propertyP , themin-cost(P) falls
down at least quadratically, i.e, to O(√n). For some properties, it can go even
further below (polynomially down) with polynomials of arbitrary constant de-
gree, i.e. toO(n1/k) where k is a constant depending only on the property. The
main question left open by our work is: does there exist a hereditary propertyP
for whichmin-cost(P) is exponentially low? In other words:
Question 1.1. Is it true that for every hereditary propertyP there exists an integer
kP > 0 such that
min-cost(P)=Ω(n1/kP )?
Related work
Understanding the effect of symmetry on computation is a very well-studied
theme in thepast. Perhaps its roots can alsobe tracedback to thenon-solvability
of quintic equations by radicals – the legendarywork of Galois [1]. In the context
of query complexity, again there hasbeen a substantial amount of effort invested
in understanding the role of symmetry. A recurrent theme here is to exploit the
symmetry and some other structure [18] of the underlying functions to prove
good lower bounds on their query complexity. For instance the famous Andera-
Rosenberge-Karp Conjecture [14] asserts that every non-trivialmonotone graph
property of n vertex graphs (in the edge-query model) must be evasive, i.e., its
query complexity is (n
2
). While a weaker bound of Ω(n2) is known, the conjec-
ture remains widely open to this date. Several special cases of the conjecture
have also been studied [6]. The randomized query complexity of monotone
graph properties is also conjectured to be Ω(n2) [10]. The generalizations of
these conjectures for arbitrary transitive Boolean functions are also studied: In
particular, recently Kulkarni [15] has formulated the Weak-Evasiveness Conjec-
ture formonotone transitive functions, which vastly generalizemonotone graph
properties. In the past, Lovász had conjectured [8] the evasiveness of checking
independence of S exactly in our setting. Sun,Yao, and Zhang [23] study query
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complexity of graph properties and several transitive functions including the cir-
culant ones. Their motivation was to investigate how low can the query com-
plexity go if one drops the assumption of monotonicity or lower the amount of
symmetry. In this paper, we follow their footsteps and ask the same question
under no symmetry assumption whatsoever. The main difference between the
past works and this one is that most of the previous work exploit the symme-
try to prove (or to conjecture) a good lower bound, whereas we investigate the
consequences of breaking the symmetry for the query complexity.
1.4 Ourmain results
In this section we summarize ourmain results. LetP be a hereditary graph prop-
erty and dP denote the minimum possible degree of a minimal forbidden sub-
graph forP .
Theorem 1.2. For any hereditary graph propertyP :
min-cost(P)=O(n1/(dP+1)).
Corollary 1.3. For any hereditary graph propertyP :
min-cost(P)=O(√n).
We note that the above upper bound does not hold for general graph proper-
ties. For instance Connectivity has cost Θ(n), so does containment of a Perfect
Matching, which are both non-hereditary properties (See Appendix E).
As a partial answer to Question 1.1 we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. Let H be a fixed graph on k vertices and letPH denote the property
of containing H as a subgraph. Then,
min-cost(PH) =Ω(n1/k).
Interestingly our proof of Theorem 1.4 uses the famous Sunflower Lemma
due to Erdös and Rado [9]. Moreover it generalizes to any fixed number of for-
bidden subgraphs each on at most k vertices.
We note that both Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4 are not tight. However, we
do prove tight bounds for several hereditary properties. We summarize few such
interesting bounds in the Table below.
4assumingWeak Evasiveness.
5when d(G) ≥ 7.
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Properties With Symmetry4 Without Symmetry
F
in
it
e
Independence/Emptiness [Thm. C.1] Θ(n) Θ(√n)
Bounded Degree [Thm. C.4] Θ(n) Θ(√n)
Triangle-freeness [Thm. C.2] Θ(n) Θ(n1/3)
Containing Kt [Thm. 1.2][Thm. 1.4] Θ(n) Θ(n1/t)
Containing Pt [Thm. 1.2][Thm. 1.4] Θ(n) O(√n),Ω(n1/t )
ContainingCt [Thm. 1.2][Thm. 1.4] Θ(n) O(n1/3),Ω(n1/t)
Containing H : V (H) = k [Thm. 3.4][Thm. 1.2][Thm. 1.4] Θ(n) O(n1/(dmin+1)),Ω(n1/k)
In
fi
n
it
e Acyclicity [Thm. 3.6] Θ(n) O(n1/3)
Bi-partiteness [Thm. 1.2] Open O(n1/3)
3-colorability [Thm. 1.2] Open O(n1/4)
Planarity [Thm. A.2] Θ(n)5 O(n1/4)
Table 1: Summary of Results for Finite/Infinite Forbidden Subgraphs
Finally we note a non-constant lower bound, which holds for any hereditary
property. Our proof again relies on the Sunflower Lemma.
Theorem 1.5. For any hereditary graph propertyP
min-cost(P)=Ω( logn
log logn
) .
As we use sensitivity argument all our lower bounds work for randomized
case as well.
Organization
Section 2 covers some preliminaries. Section 3 contains Weak Evasiveness re-
sults under symmetry. Section 4 contains proofs of Theorem1.2 andTheorem1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.5 and proof of some tight bounds for Theorem 1.2 are de-
ferred to Appendix B and Appendix C respectively. Next in Section 5 we state
some results on restricted graph classes. Proofs of these results are inAppendixD.
Finally in Section 6 we discuss some open directions.
2 Preliminaries
Let [n] ∶= {1, . . . ,n}.
Randomized query complexity
A randomized decision tree T is simply a probability distribution on the deter-
ministic decision trees {T1,T2, . . .} where the tree Ti occurs with probability pi .
We say that T computes f correctly if for every input x: Pri [Ti(x) = f (x)] ≥ 2/3.
The depth of T is the maximum depth of a Ti . The (bounded error) randomized
query complexity of f , denoted by R( f ), is the minimum possible depth of a
randomized tree computing f correctly on all inputs.
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Some classes of Boolean function
A Boolean function f ∶ {0,1}n → {0,1} is said to be monotone increasing if for
any x ≤ y , we have f (x) ≤ f (y), where x ≤ ymeans xi ≤ yi for all i ∈ [n]. Similarly
one candefine amonotonedecreasing function. ABoolean function f (x1, . . . ,xn)
is said to be transitive if there exists a group G that acts transitively on the vari-
ables xi s such that f is invariant under this action, i.e., for everyσ ∈G : f (xσ1 , . . . , fσn) =
f (x1, . . . ,xn). A Boolean function f ∶ {0,1}n → {0,1} is said to be evasive ifD( f ) =
n.
Hereditary graph properties
A property P of graphs is simply a collection of graphs. The members of P are
said to satisfy P and non-members are said to fail P . A property is hereditary
if it is closed under deletion of vertices as well as edges6. For instance: acyclic-
ity, planarity, and 3-colorability are hereditary properties, whereas connectivity
and containing a perfect matching are not. Every hereditary property P can be
uniquely expressed as a (possibly infinite) family FP of its forbidden subgraphs.
For instance: acyclicity can be described as forbidding all cycles. Given a graph
G , the hitting set SG ,P forP is a subset of V (G) such that removing SG ,P fromG
wouldmake the propertyP absent7. Hereditary graph properties in node-query
setting are monotone decreasing Boolean functions. Sometimes we refer hered-
itary properties by their negation. For instance: containing triangle.
Sensitivity and block-sensitivity [12]
The i th bit of an input x ∈ {0,1}n is said to be sensitive for f ∶ {0,1}n → {0,1} if
f (x1, . . . ,xi , . . . ,xn) ≠ f (x1, . . . ,1−xi , . . . ,xn). The sensitivity of f on x, denoted by
s f ,x is the total number of sensitive bits of x for f . The sensitivity of f , denoted
by s( f ), is the maximum of s f ,x over all possible choices of x. A block B ⊆ [n] of
variables is said to be sensitive for f on input x, if flipping the values of all xi such
that i ∈ B and keeping the remaining xi the same, results in flipping the output
of f . The block sensitivity of f on an input x, denoted by bs f ,x is the maximum
number of disjoint sensitive blocks for f on x. The block sensitivity of a function
f , denoted by bs( f ), is the maximum value of bs f ,x over all possible choices
of x. It is known that D( f ) ≥ R( f ) ≥ bs( f ) ≥ s( f ). For monotone functions,
bs( f ) = s( f ).
6vertex-hereditary: closed only under vertex-deletion (e.g. being chordal).
7such that every graph inFP shares a node with SG,P .
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3 Presence of symmetry in node-query setting:
does it guarantee weak-evasiveness?
In edge-query setting, Aanderaa-Rosenberg-Karp Conjecture [14, 6] asserts that
any non-trivial monotone graph property must be evasive, i.e., one must query
all (n
2
) edges in worst-case. The following generalization of the ARK Conjecture
asserts that only monotonicity andmodest amount of symmetry, namely transi-
tivity, suffices to guarantee the evasiveness [20].
Conjecture 3.1 (Evasiveness Conjecture). Any non-constant monotone transi-
tive function f on n variables must have D( f ) =n.
This conjecture appears to be notoriously hard to prove even in several in-
teresting special cases. Recently Kulkarni [15] formulates:
Conjecture 3.2 (Weak Evasiveness Conjecture). If fn is a sequence of monotone
transitive functions on n variables then for every ǫ > 0:
D( fn) =Ω(n1−ǫ).
Although Weak EC appears to be seemingly weaker, Kulkarni [15] observes
that it is equivalent to the EC itself. His results hint towards the possibility that
disproving Weak ECmight be as difficult as separating TC0 from NC1. However:
proving special cases of Weak EC appears to be relatively less difficult. In fact,
Rivest and Vuillemin [22] confirm theWeak EC for graph properties and recently
Kulkarni, Qiao, and Sun [17] confirm Weak EC for 3-uniform hyper graphs and
Black [4] extends this result to k-uniformhyper graphs. All these results are stud-
ied in the edge-query setting. It is natural to ask whether the Weak EC becomes
tractable in node-query setting. Themonotone functions in node-query setting
translate precisely to the hereditary graph properties. Here we show that it does
become tractable for several hereditary graph properties. But first we need the
following lemma [7, 23]:
Lemma3.3. Let f be amonotone transitive function. Let k be the size of a 1-input
withminimal number of 1s. Then: D( f ) =Ω(n/k2).
Let GT denote the class of transitive graphs. Let H be a fixed graph. Let
PH denote the property of containing H as a subgraph. The following theorem
directly follows from Lemma 3.3.
Theorem 3.4.
GT -min-cost(PH) =Ω(n).
The above result can be generalized for any finite family of forbidden sub-
graphs. We do not yet know how to prove it for infinite family in general. How-
ever below we illustrate a proof for one specific case when infinite family is the
family of cycles. First we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.5. Let G be a graph on n vertices, m edges, andmaximumdegree dmax .
Let C denote the property of being acyclic. Then,
cost(C,G)≥ (m−n)/dmax .
Proof. To make G acyclic one must remove at leastm −n edges. Removing one
vertex can remove at most dmax edges. Thus the size of minimum feedback ver-
tex set (fvs) is at least (m −n)/dmax. The adversary answers all vertices outside
this fvs to be present. Now the algorithm must query every vertex in the mini-
mum fvs.
Theorem 3.6.
GT -min-cost(C)=Ω(n).
Proof. Since G is transitive, G is d regular for some d [11]. Thereforem = dn/2
and dmax = d . Hence from Lemma 3.5 we get the desired bound.
Wealso showsimilar bound for the property of beingplanar (SeeAppendix A).
Following special case of Weak EC remains open:
Conjecture 3.7. For any hereditary propertyP , for any ǫ > 0:
GT -min-cost(P)=Ω(n1−ǫ).
4 Absence of symmetry in node-query setting:
how low can query complexity go?
4.1 A general upper bound
⋮
⋮
1
2
3⋮
⋮
cn1/dp+1−1
cn1/dp+1
Figure 1: Construction ofG for a general upper bound
Let P be a hereditary graph property and dP denote the minimum possible de-
gree of a minimal forbidden subgraph forP .
Proof of Theorem 1.2: Let k = c ⋅n1/(dP+1) where we choose the constant c
appropriately. Construct a graphG on n vertices as follows (See Figure 1):
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• Start with a clique on vertices v1, . . . ,vk .
• For every S ⊆ [k] such that ∣S ∣= dP
– add k new vertices uS1 , . . . ,u
S
k and
– connect each uSi to every vi ∶ i ∈ S.
Note that every vertex of G is relevant for P . Now we describe an algorithm
(See Algorithm 1) to determine P in O(n1/(dP+1)) queries. Let cP denote the
smallest integer such that the clique on cP vertices satisfies P .
Algorithm 1:
• Query v1, . . . ,vk .
• If at least cP of these vertices are present thenP must fail.
• Otherwise there are at most cP −1 vertices present
(wlog: v1, . . . ,vcP−1).
– For every subset S ⊆ [cP −1] such that ∣S ∣= dP , query uS1 , . . . ,uSk .
– If the graph induced on the nodes present (after all these(cP−1
dP
)×k queries) satisfies P then answer Yes.
Otherwise answer No.
Correctness and complexity
Note that any vertex that is not queried by the above algorithm can have at most
dP − 1 edges to the vertices in the clique v1, . . . ,vk . Since dP is the minimum
degree of a minimal forbidden subgraph forP , these vertices now become irrel-
evant for P . Thus the algorithm can correctly declare the answer based on only
the queries it hasmade. It is easy to check that the query complexity of the above
algorithm isO(k)which isO(n1/(dP+1)).
◻
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. Corollary 1.3 follows from this by
observing that dP ≥ 2 for any non-trivialP .
4.2 A general lower bound
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4.
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Cs1
s2s3
⋯
⋯
si
si+1
sp−1
sp
Definition 4.1 (Sunflower). A sunflower with core set C and p petals is a collec-
tion of sets S1, . . . ,Sp such that for all i ≠ j : Si ∩S j =C and (Si −C)∩(S j −C) =∅.
We use the following lemma due to Erdös and Rado [9].
Lemma 4.2 (Sunflower Lemma). Let F be a family of sets of cardinality k each.
If ∣F ∣ > k !(p −1)k thenF contains a sunflower with p petals.
Proof of Theorem 1.4: LetG be a graph on n vertices such that every vertex
ofG is relevant for the property of containing H . Let
F ∶= {S ∣ ∣S ∣= k & H is a subgraph ofG[S]}.
Since every vertex ofG is relevant forPH , wehave: ∣F ∣ ≥n/k . Now fromLemma4.2
we can conclude that F contains a sunflower on at least ∣F ∣1/k/k = Ω(n1/k)
petals. Let C be the core of this sunflower. We consider the restriction of PH
onG where every vertex in C is present. Since ∣C ∣ < k ,G[C] does not contain H .
Now it is easy to check that one must query at least one vertex from each petal
in order to determinePH .
◻
Using similar technique we prove Theorem 1.5 (proof in Appendix B) show-
ing thatmin-cost(P) for any hereditaryP can not fall to a constant.
4.3 Some tight bounds
Wemanage to show that Theorem1.2 is tight for several special properties like In-
dependence, Triangle-freeness, Bounded-degree etc. In Appendix C we present
them in detail. In order to prove the tight bounds, we show several inequalities
which might be of independent interest combinatorially. We present one such
inequality below.
Theorem 4.3. Let I denote the property of being an independent subset of nodes
(equivalently the property of being an empty graph). Then,
G-min-cost(I)≥n/χ.
where χ is the maximum chromatic number of a graphG ∈G.
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Proof. Let G ∈ G be a graph on n vertices such that every vertex of G is relevant
for I, i.e., G does not contain any isolated vertices. Consider a coloring of ver-
tices of G with χ colors. Let Ci denote the set of vertices colored with color i .
We pick a coloring that maximizes maxi≤χ{∣Ci ∣}. Let Cmax denote such a color
class with maximum number of vertices in this coloring. Thus ∣Cmax∣ ≥ n/χ. We
consider the following two cases:
Case 1: ∣Cmax∣ ≤ (1− 1χ)n
In this case, the adversary answers all the vertices in Cmax to be present.
SinceCmax is maximal andG does not contain any isolated vertices, every vertex
outside Cmax must be connected to some vertex inCmax. As long as any of these
outside vertices are present there will be an edge. Hence we get a lower bound
of n− ∣Cmax∣ ≥n/χ.
Case 2: ∣Cmax∣ > (1− 1χ)n
Since there are no isolated vertices in G , every vertex in Cmax must have an
edge to some vertex in Ci ≠ Cmax. Furthermore as ∣Cmax∣ > (1− 1χ)n, there are
totally at least (1− 1
χ
)n edges incident onCmax.
Now the vertices outside Cmax are colored with (χ− 1) colors. Thus there
must exists aCi such that at least
(1− 1
χ
)n
χ−1 =n/χ edges incident onCmax are also in-
cident onCi . Now the adversary answers all the vertices in thatCi to be present.
Then onemust check at least n/χ vertices fromCmax because as soon as any one
of them is present we have an edge in the graph.
5 Results on restricted graph classes
All the proofs of this section are deferred to Appendix D.
5.1 Triangle-freeness in planar graphs
A graphG is called inherently sparse if every subgraph ofG on k nodes contains
O(k) edges.
Theorem 5.1. Let Gs be a family of inherently sparse graphs on n vertices and T
denote the property of being triangle-free. Then,
Gs-min-cost(T ) =Ω(√n).
As a consequence we obtain the same for the class of planar graphs.
5.2 Acyclicity in planar graphs
Theorem 5.2. Let GP3 be a family of 3-connected planar graphs and C denote the
property of being acyclic. Then,
GP3 −min-cost(C)=Ω(√n).
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Proof. LetG ∈GP3 be a graph on n vertices andm edges such that every vertex is
relevant for the acyclicity property. Let dmax denote themaximum degree ofG .
Case 1: dmax >
√
n: We use the following fact: In a 3-connected planar
graphs, removing any vertex leaves a facial cycle around it. We apply this for the
maximum degree vertex. In other words, we have a (not necessarily induced)
wheel with dmax spokes (some spokes might be missing). See Figure 2. The
adversary answers the central vertex of the wheel to be present. We can find a
matching of size Ω(n) among the vertices of the cycle. Hence we have Ω(n)
sensitive blocks of length 2 each, which can not be left un-queried.
vc
Figure 2: A wheel with dmax spokes
Case 2: dmax ≤
√
n: We use the fact that every 3-connected graphmust have
at least 3n/2 edges. Now using Lemma 3.5 we obtain a lower bound of (m −
n)/dmax ≥Ω(√n).
We can generalize the above proof to any planar graph (See Appendix D.3).
6 Conclusion & open directions
• Weak-evasiveness in thepresenceof symmetry: Is it true that every hered-
itary graph property P in the node-query setting is weakly-evasive under
symmetry, i.e., GT -min-cost(P) = Ω(n)? What about the randomized
case?
• Polynomial lower bound in the absence of symmetry: How low can
min-cost(P) go for a hereditaryP in the absence of symmetry? Is it pos-
sible to improve theΩ(logn/ loglogn) bound substantially?
• Further restrictionsongraphs: How lowcanG-min-cost(P) go for hered-
itary propertiesP on restricted classes of graphs G such as social-network
graphs, planar graphs, bipartite graphs, bounded degree graphs etc?
• Tight bounds onmin-cost : What are the tight bounds for natural prop-
erties such as acyclicity, planarity, containing a cycle of length t , path of
length t?
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• Extension to hypergraphs: What happens for hereditary properties of
(say) 3-uniformhypergraphs in node-query setting? Wenote thatmin-cost(I)=
Θ(n1/3) for 3-uniform hypergraphs. What about other properties?
• Global vs local:Wenote (SeeAppendix E) that global connectivity requires
Θ(n) queries whereas the cost of s-t connectivity for fixed s and t can go
as low asO(1). What about other properties such as min-cut?
• How aboutmax-cost upper bounds? : From algorithmic point of view, it
might be interesting to obtain good upper bounds on the max-cost(P)
for some natural properties. It might also be interesting to investigate
G-max-cost(P) for several restricted graph classes such as social-network
graphs, planar graphs, bipartite graphs etc.
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Appendix
A Presence of symmetry
LemmaA.1. Let G be a graph on n vertices,m edges, andmaximumdegree dmax .
LetP ′ denote the property of being planar. Then,
cost(P ′,G) ≥ (m−3n+6)/dmax .
Proof. TomakeG planar one has to remove at least (m−3n+6) edges from the
graphG . Removing one vertex can remove at most dmax edges. Thus the size of
minimum hitting set of G is at least (m −3n +6)/dmax. The adversary answers
all vertices outside this minimum hitting set to be present. Now the algorithm
must query every vertex in the minimum hitting set.
Theorem A.2.
GT -min-cost(P ′) =Ω(n).
Proof. Since G is transitive, G is d regular for some d [11]. Thereforem = dn/2
and dmax = d . Hence for d ≥ 7 using Lemma A.1 we get the desired bound.
B Hereditary graph property lower bound
Theorem 1.5. (Restated) For any hereditary graph propertyP
min-cost(P)=Ω( logn
log logn
) .
Proof. LetG be a graph on n vertices such that every vertex ofG is relevant forP .
Let k be the largest integer such thatG contains a minimal forbidden subgraph
forP on k vertices.
Case 1: k ≥ logn
2loglogn
.
Since one must query all the vertices of a minimal forbidden subgraph, we
obtain a lower bound of k =Ω(logn/ loglogn).
Case 2: k < logn
2loglogn
.
Since every vertex of G is relevant for P and all the minimal forbidden sub-
graphs of P present in G are of size at most k , every vertex of G must belong
to some minimal forbidden subgraph of size at most k . Consider the property
Pk obtained from P by omitting the minimal forbidden subgraphs of P on k or
more vertices. Our simple but crucial observation is that P and Pk are equiva-
lent as far asG is concerned. Therefore, they have the same complexity. Now we
defineFi for i ≤ k as follows:
Fi ∶= {S ∣ ∣S ∣= i &G[S] ∉P & ∀T ⊂ S ∶G[T ] ∈P}.
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Since every vertex ofG is relevant forP ≡Pk , we have: ∣⋃ki=1Fi ∣ ≥n/k . Since
Fi and F j are disjoint when i ≠ j , we have∑ki=1 ∣Fi ∣ ≥ n/k . Therefore one of the
Fi s must be of size at least n/k2. We denote thatFi byF ′.
Now from Lemma 4.2 we can conclude that F ′ contains a sunflower on at
least ∣F ′∣1/k/k petals. LetC be the core of this sunflower. We consider the restric-
tion ofP onG where every vertex inC is present. Since ∣C ∣ < i , by definition ofFi
wemust haveG[C] ∈P . Now it is easy to check that one must query at least one
vertex from each petal in order to determine P . A simple calculation yields that
one can obtain a lower bound of min{k , 2Ω(logn/k)
k
}. When k = logn/(2loglogn),
this gives usΩ(logn/ loglogn) bound.
C Proof of tight bounds
In this section we show that Theorem 1.2 is tight for several special properties.
Independence/Emptiness
Theorem C.1. Let I denote the property of being an independent subset of nodes
(equivalently the property of being an empty graph). Then,
min-cost(I)=Ω(√n).
Proof. LetG be a graph without isolated vertices. If χ(G) ≤√n then from Theo-
rem 4.3 we get Ω(√n) lower bound. Otherwise G must have a vertex of degree
Ω(√n). In this case the adversary answers this vertex to be present. Now the
algorithmmust query all its neighbours.
Triangle-freeness
Theorem C.2. Let T denote the property of being triangle-free. Then,
min-cost(T ) =Ω(n1/3).
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⋮
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d2max
d1max
Figure 3: Tight lower bound for triangle-freeness
Proof. LetG be a graph such that every vertex belongs to some triangle. Let S de-
note aminimal hitting-set for all triangles, i.e., every trianglemust share a vertex
with S. Let d1max denote the maximum number of triangles supported at a ver-
tex inG , i.e., maximum number of triangles whose common intersection is that
vertex. Similarly let d2max denote the maximum number of triangles supported
at an edge inG . We consider the following cases:
Case 1: d1max ≥Ω(n2/3): The adversary can answer the common vertex to be
present. Now consider the graph induced on the remaining endpoints of each
the d1max triangles. Note that this graph does not contain any isolated vertices.
Also note that this graph contains an edge if and only if we have a triangle in
the original graph with the common vertex. Hence from Theorem C.1 we get a
bound of
√
d1max =Ω(n1/3).
Case 2: d2max ≥ Ω(n1/3): The adversary can answer both the endpoints of
the common edge to be present, which would force the algorithm to query each
of the remaining d2max vertices. This givesΩ(n1/3) bound.
Case 3: ∣S ∣ = Ω(n1/3). The adversary answers all the vertices outside the
hitting set to be present. Now as soon any of the vertex in S is present we have a
triangle. This gives againΩ(n1/3) bound.
Finally: at least one of the three cases above must happen, otherwise there
will be some vertex inG , which will not be contained in any triangle.
Containing path of length t , Pt and cycle of size t ,Ct
Theorem C.3. 8 Let Pt denote the property of containing a path of length t , and
let Ct denote the property of containing a cycle of size t . Then,
min-cost(Pt) =Ω(√n).
and
min-cost(Ct) =Ω(n1/3).
8Proof of this theoremwill appear in the final version.
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Bounded degree
Theorem C.4. Let Bd denote the property of having maximum degree at most d,
where d is a constant. Then,
min-cost(Bd) =Ω(√n).
S
∣S ∣ <√n
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
<
√
n
< d
Figure 4: Tight lower bound for bounded degree
Proof. LetG be a graph such that every vertex belongs to some d-star (d vertices
incident on a single vertex). Let S denote the hitting set for all stars of size d in
G . Let dmax denote themaximum degree ofG .
Case 1: dmax ≥
√
n/10d : The adversary answers themaximumdegree vertex
to be present. Now one must query allΩ(dmax) of its neighbors.
Case 2: ∣S ∣ ≥√n/10d : The adversary answers all vertices outside the hitting
set to be present. Onemust query the entire hitting set.
Finally: we claim that one of the above two cases must happen. Otherwise
we have at most n/100d2 neighbors of the hitting set, each of them can have at
most d −1 other neighbours. This leaves some vertex t not in d-star.
In fact the proof above generalizes to local properties of bounded degree
graphs. For a propertyP we define PL as follows:
Definition C.5 (Local Property). G satisfiesPL if and only if for every vertex of G
the graph induced on its neighbors satisfiesP .
For instance: bipartite graphs are locally acyclic. It turns out thatPL is hered-
itary for any hereditary P . Moreover, every graph in the forbidden family FPL
has a universal vertex, i.e., a vertex adjacent to all other vertices.
Theorem C.6. For any hereditaryP
min-cost(PL ∧Bd) =Ω(√n).
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Proof. LetG be a graph such that every vertex belongs to some d-star (d vertices
incident on a single vertex) or some H ∈ FPL . Let S denote the hitting set for
FPL ∪{Sd} inG . Let dmax denote themaximum degree ofG .
Case 1: dmax ≥
√
n/10d : The adversary answers themaximumdegree vertex
to be present. Now one must query allΩ(dmax) of its neighbors (since there are
dmax/d disjoint blocks).
Case 2: ∣S ∣ ≥√n/10d : The adversary answers all vertices outside the hitting
set to be present. Onemust query the entire hitting set.
Finally: we claim that one of the above two cases must happen. Since every
vertex belongs to some d-star or someH ∈FPL and everyH ∈FPL has a universal
vertex, we have that every vertex in G is reachable to some vertex in S by a path
of length at most 2. Otherwise we have at most n/100d2 neighbors of the hitting
set, each of which can have at most d − 1 other neighbours. This leaves some
vertex t not inFPL ∪{Sd}.
D Results on restricted graph classes
Independence/Emptiness in planar graph
TheoremD.1. Let GP be a family of planar graphs on n vertices and I denote the
property of being independent. Then,
GP -min-cost(I)=Ω(n).
Proof. As planar graphs are 4 colorable using Theorem 4.3 we can directly con-
clude this theorem.
Triangle-freeness in planar graphs
A graphG is called inherently sparse if every subgraph ofG on k nodes contains
O(k) edges.
Theorem 5.1. (Restated) Let Gs be a family of inherently sparse graphs on n ver-
tices and T denote the property of being triangle free. Then
Gs-min-cost(T ) =Ω(√n).
Proof. LetG = (V ,E) ∈ Gs be a graph on n vertices such that every vertex in G is
part of at least one triangle in G . Let S ⊆V be a minimal hitting set for triangles
inG . We consider following two cases:
Case 1: ∣S ∣≥√n
The adversary answers all the vertices outside S to be present. Hence one
has to check all vertices in S.
Case 2: ∣S ∣<√n
Since G is inherently sparse, there can be at most O(∣S ∣) = O(√n) edges
within S. Moreover each triangle in G must share either one vertex in S or one
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edge inside S (it could even be that thewhole triangle is inside S). Note that there
areΩ(n) vertices outside S and each of themmust belong to some triangle. This
implies that either there is at least a vertex v ∈ S or at least an edge {u,v} ∈ (S
2
) s.t.
v or {u,v} supports at least Ω(√n) triangles outside S. Otherwise all triangles
inG are not covered by S. We consider the following two cases:
Case 2a: an edge {u,v} ∈ (S
2
) supportsΩ(√n) triangles in V −S.
⋮
S
Ω(√n)
Figure 5: Case 2a
The adversarymakes the edge {u,v}present. One then has to queryΩ(√n) end
points of allΩ(√n) triangles (See Figure 5).
Case 2b: a vertex v ∈ S supportsΩ(√n) triangles.
⋮
S
Ω(√n)
Figure 6: Case 2b
Adversary makes the vertex v present. Then the problem reduces to finding
an edge in the graph induced on neighbors of v . This graph has Ω(√n) non-
isolated vertices. (See Figure 6). As the G is inherently sparse the chromatic
number ofG is constant.9 Now we use Theorem 4.3 to obtain theΩ(√n) bound.
As a consequence of Lemma 5.1 we get the following:
9Pick a smallest degree vertex. Recursively color the rest of the graph with constant colors. Use
a different color for the picked vertex.
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Corollary D.2. Let GP be a family of planar graphs on n vertices and T denote
the property of being triangle-free. Then,
GP -min-cost(T ) =Ω(√n).
Acyclicity in planar graphs
TheoremD.3. Let GP be a family of planar graphs on n vertices and let C denote
the property of being acyclic.Then,
GP -min-cost(C)=Ω(n1/16).
Proof. ByTheorem5.2we getΩ(√n)bound for testing acyclicity in 3-connected
planar graph. Then by using Proposition D.5 and Proposition D.6, along with
Claim D.4 we get the desired bound ofΩ(n1/16).
vc
Figure 7: A wheel with dmax spokes, ∣Kc ∣ cycle vertices and some chords
In Theorem 5.2 we get Ω(√n) bound for testing acyclicity in 3-connected
planar graph. Nowwemove to a lower bound for deciding acyclicity in 2-connected
and 1-connected planar graphs. Our main tool here are the incidence graphs
of triconnected components G I = (VI ,E I) of the given 2-connected/connected
planar graph G and and separating sets which are vertices removing which dis-
connects two triconnected components. This is a graph whose vertices are the
triconnected components ofG , and each vertex is joined by an edge if they have
a separating vertex (or pair). Also define the incidence graph of the separating
sets of a triconnected component, GS = (VS ,ES), which is the graph where the
vertices are the separating sets of a triconnected component and we have an
edge between two vertices if the corresponding separating sets intersect. We
will distinguish between the case of separating sets of size 2,1 and 0. Graphs
which have separating sets of size 2 are precisely the biconnected graphs, with
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size 1 are connected and size 0 are disjoint triconnected components. If our
graphG′ has a large triconnected component of size greater than
√
n, then from
Theorem 5.2, we already get a lower bound of n1/4. When all the 3-connected
components are small (<
√
n in size) there must be at least
√
n of them – hence∣VI ∣≥√n. We prove the following claim:
ClaimD.4. In the incidence graph of the triconnected components, either there is
a component of large degree (>
√
n) or there is an independent set of size at least√
n.
Proof. The degree and the size of the independent set of the incidence graph
of triconnected components cannot be simultaneously small (<
√
n) because
otherwise there will be isolated triconnected components.
Proposition D.5. In a 2-connected/ 1-connected graphG, if G I has a vertex t ∈VI
of large degree, then acyclicity testing requires n1/16 queries.
Proof. When a triconnected component has a large degree (d >
√∣VI ∣ =Ω(n1/4)
in its incidence graph): Let t ∈ VI be the triconnected component with largest
degree, namely d , and let t1, t2,⋯, td be its neighbours. Now notice that in the
incidence graph GS , either there are more than
√∣VS ∣ disjoint connected com-
ponents, in which case, by Proposition D.6 a lower bound is at least
√∣VS ∣ =n1/8.
Else there is one large connected component of separating sets, which is of size
at least
√∣VS ∣ = n1/8 and in this component, both the degree and independence
number cannot be simultaneously small. First consider the case when the de-
gree is large, i.e. at least n1/16 (which is at least square root of the number of
vertices in the component). In this case, we can fix an induced cycle passing
through the separating set vertices in each one of the ti ’s corresponding to the
separating sets and and answer yes for queries made to vertices in the cycle and
no for queries made to vertices outside this cycle. Since at least one vertex in
each ti has to be queried, this gives a lower bound of n
1/16. In the case when the
independence number of this component is large (at least n1/16), the separating
sets of the corresponding ti ’s are independent and hence we can use the same
strategy – fix an induced cycle in these ti , and answer yes for queries made to
vertices in the cycle and no for queries made outside of this cycle. This gives a
lower bound of n1/16.
Proposition D.6. In a 2-connected/ 1-connected graph G, if G I has an indepen-
dent set of large size, then acyclicity testing requires n1/4 queries.
Proof. When G I has a large independent set (∣V indI ∣ > √∣VI ∣): The adversary
fixes a face in every triconnected component and answers no on all queries
made to vertices except those that lie on this face. It is clear that at least one ver-
tex is queried in a component, and this gives a lower bound of ∣V indI ∣ ≥√∣VI ∣ ≥
n1/4.
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E Global vs local connectivity
Theorem E.1. Let Global -Con denote the problem of testing whether a graph is
connected or not and let Local -Con denote the problem testing given two speci-
fied vertices s and t whether there is a path between s and t . Then,
(a) min-cost(Local -Con)=Θ(1)whereas
(b) min-cost(Global -Con)=Θ(n).
Proof. This theorem follows directly from Lemma E.2 and Lemma E.3.
Lemma E.2. Let Local -Con denote the problem of testing given two specified
vertices s and t whether there is a path between s and t . Then,
min-cost(Local -Con)=O(1).
Proof. Consider the star graph on n vertices, i.e., a vertex v connected to n −1
vertices u1, . . . ,un−1. It is easy to check that for any s and t we have to check at
most one more vertex other than s and t to determine if there is a path between
s and t .
Lemma E.3. Let Global -Con denote the problem of testing whether a graph is
connected or not. Then,
min-cost(Global -Con)=Ω(n).
Proof. The conventionweuse is that the singleton vertex is connected and graph
on 0 nodes is connected. Let G be a graph on n vertices. We are interested in
global connectivity of subgraphs of G . If the complement of G has a matching
of size Ω(n) then each matching edge is a sensitive block with respect to empty
graph, i.e., the graph with just these two nodes present is not connected. Hence
we get the desired lower bound. If on the other hand the maximum matching
size in the complement of G is at most say n/4 (hence the vertex cover size at
most n/2), thenG must contain a clique on at least n/2 vertices.
Nowwe consider vertices outside this clique. Since the connectivity property
is non-trivial on G , at least one such vertex say v must exist. If v has at most
n/4 edges to the vertices of the clique, we answer this vertex to be present and
its neighbors in clique to be absent. Now as soon as any of the remaining n/4
vertices from the clique are present, we get a disconnected graph. If v has at least
n/4 neighbors in the clique, we take a non-neighbor say u from the clique. Now
u and v have at least n/4 common neighbors. We make u and v to be present.
As soon as any of their common neighbors are present the graph is connected.
This gives usΩ(n) bound.
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Perfect matching
Theorem E.4. 10 Let PM be the property of containing a perfect matching in a
graphG on n vertices then,
min-cost(PM) =Θ(n).
10Proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of TheoremE.1 andwill appear in the final version.
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